Step by Step!

- I draw out each of the main bubbles and characters, for example Nemo, and coloured them in by hand. I then scanned them into the computer.

- Using the photo software, 'coral draw essentials' I cut the bubbles out and made any white area around them transparent. I also used the editor to resize the images and to enhance the colour as it appeared lighter when scanned.

- I created a large rectangle to full scale to use as a stencil, using "auto shapes". This helped me to layout my DVD cover correctly.

- I set out each of the main bubbles on the page and get rearranging them until they looked how I wanted them to.

- I decided to use "word Art" to do the lettering separately in each of the bubbles using the font "Arial rounded bold" as it was rounded and looked most alike to my original design and gave the bubble affect that I wanted.

- I created the rating "U" by drawing using 'Auto shapes" and placed a text box inside. The barcode was drawn using the "line" drawer.

- On the back cover of the DVD I used the font 'comic sans' for the special features and the blurb, etc. This font was clearer and not too boring. I placed the text in a 'Textbox' and then moved it over the bubble and moved it to the "Front" of the image.

- I scanned the Disney logo in myself as I could not find an appropriate font.

- I played around with the shading of the background until I found an appropriate setting.